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MAGIC SHOCK 
 

 SHOCK AGENT FOR POOL & SPAS  

 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

MAGIC SHOCK is a non-chlorine based product used for controlling and reducing the organic content 

in swimming pool and spas. 

It dissolves into water rapidly; MAGIC SHOCK is a very powerful oxidizing agent to oxidize organic 

contaminant like human waste (urine, oil, body lotion, etc) to keep the pool water clean and healthy. 

Under controlled and followed the instruction, using MAGIC SHOCK serves the bather being comfort 

and happy. 

 

MAGIC SHOCK provides many benefits : 

 

- It will not produce chloramines (carcinogen) or generate irritating chloramines odors which 

irritate to human mucous membranes and eyes. 

- It will promote maximum sanitizer efficiency by oxidizing and eliminating contaminant waste. 

- It restores sparkle and clarity of pool water. 

- It dissolves quickly and completely (no residue) and will not bleach or fade vinyl liners or 

painted surfaces. 

- It will not raise Calcium Hardness or increase cyanuric acid stabilizer levels. 

- It is easy to use – simply broadcast over pool water surface, with filter running, to ensure 

complete mixing and circulation. 

- Used together with POOL MAGIC it will provide cost efficiency compared with traditional 

sanitizing agent, ie, Chlorine, Bromine. 

- No odours, no dangerous chemical and 100% environmentally safe. 

 

APPEARANCE 

MAGIC SHOCK is a free flowing white granular. 

 

USES 

MAGIC SHOCK should be used weekly as a shocking treatment in swimming pool, the dosage 

required and the shock frequency will depend on bather loads, heavy rains or contaminants.  

Dosage: 1 kg MAGIC SHOCK for 80 – 150 m3 of water. 

For the correct dosage and application please read in the label container or contact directly the address 

attached below. A complete proposal will be submitted upon request. 

 

PACKAGING 

50 kg plastic drum. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation shall be to 

replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or liability in excess of the 

purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any consequential damages resulting from the 

use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility 

of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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